We examined the structure of intra-and postoperative case-collaboration networks among the surgical service providers in a quaternary-care academic medical center, using retrospective electronic medical record (EMR) data. We also analyzed the evolution of the network properties over time, as changes in nodes and edges can affect the network structure. We used de-identified intra-and postoperative data for adult patients, ages ≥ 21, who received nonambulatory/nonobstetric surgery at Shands at the University of Florida between June 1, 2011 and November 1, 2014. The intraoperative segment contained 30,245 surgical cases, and the postoperative segment considered 30,202 hospitalizations. Our results confirmed the existence of small-world structure in both intra-and postoperative surgical team networks. In addition, high network density was observed in the intraoperative segment and partially in postoperative one, representing the existence of cohesive clusters of providers. We also observed that the small-world property is exhibited more in the intraoperative compared to the postoperative network. Analyzing the temporal aspects of the networks revealed that the postoperative segment tends to lose its cohesiveness as time passes. Finally, we observed the small-world structure is negatively related to patients' outcome in both intra-and postoperative networks whereas the relation between the outcome and network density is positive. Small changes in graph-theoretic properties of the intra-and postoperative networks cause changes in the intensity of the structural properties. However, due to the special characteristics of the examined networks (e.g., high interconnectivity, team oriented), the network is less likely to lose its structural properties unless the central hubs are removed. Our results highlight the importance of stability of personnel in key positions. This highlights the important role of the central players in the network that offers change leaders the opportunity to quantify and target those nodes as mediators of process change.
Introduction
Graph theory and network analysis have been widely used in mathematics and computer science to model pairwise relations between given objects and to analyze their interrelationships. For example, they have been used to simulate and study the spread of diseases (Eubank et al. 2004) , the evolution of the structure of the internet (Albert et al. 1999) , or the study of genetic regulation in molecular biology (Luscombe et al. 2004 ) by focusing on connections among large numbers of features rather than the features themselves. Social network analysis has been recently used in health care settings as a technique for analyzing diffusion of new practices as well as collaboration and knowledge sharing among health care providers (Barnett et al. 2012; Cunningham et al. 2012; West et al. 1999) .
The structure of the network can play a significant role in determining the probabilistic behavior of the network. In the late 1950s, Paul Erdős and Alfréd Rényi, introduced two random graph models that changed the world of combinatorics. The Erdős-Rényi random graph is the original random graph model (Erdos and Rényi 1960) . Erdős and Rényi showed that many properties of random graphs can be calculated analytically, and such network analyses can be applied to many real-world problems. However, the discovery of multiple types of prototypical structures in the late 1990s, as opposed to the universal random structure Walker 2001) in terms of any type of disturbance or disruption to the network that might disconnect vital/important links among the nodes.
In another study, we showed that surgical service providers' networks demonstrate scale-free properties (Ebadi et al. 2016) . Our objective in this study was to examine the structure of intra-and postoperative case-collaboration networks among the surgical service providers in a quaternary-care academic medical center using retrospective electronic medical record (EMR) data. Case collaboration describes situations where different healthcare providers worked together in the perioperative care of surgical patients, both within and across surgical, anesthesia, and nursing roles. Understanding structure of the network will help to identify if the surgical service providers are collaborating systematically (e.g., rather than randomly) in a well-established network, to determine the types of systems level risk of node and edge failure as a function of network structure, and to offer additional hypotheses concerning how such collaborations are expected to evolve over time. Figure 1 depicts two 1-week snapshots of the surgical service providers' case-collaborative networks in intra-and postoperative phases, in which surgical service providers are connected to each other if they have been involved in the same surgical case in the intraoperative phase, or in the same hospitalization of a patient in the postoperative phase, respectively. As seen, both networks are highly interconnected, forming a large core of providers in the center of the network. The postoperative network (Fig. 1b) is bigger than the intraoperative one (Fig. 1a) , and as a result denser. The core in the postoperative network is surrounded by few dense clusters of providers. The biggest core team (the most central one in Fig. 1b ) as well as the peripheral clusters indicate existence of implicit groupings. Same is observed in the intraoperative phase where providers are grouped in three big cores. Based on the observed properties, we hypothesize the existence of a small-world structure in the examined networks at the provider level 1 , as the small-world structure is expected to be observed in team-oriented networks (Guimera et al. 2005; Moody 2004 ), and given prior simulations that anticipate the evolution of a small world, scale-free network within an operating room environment (Tighe et al. 2014 ).
Background
In the US, academic medical center operating theaters provide an interesting organizational construct. Physicians here may have the rank of fully trained consultants (attendings), in-training for a subspecialty such as pediatric anesthesia (fellows), in-training for a specialty such as anesthesiology (residents), or newly graduated from the 4 years of medical school that followed 4 years of undergraduate general education (interns). The principal physician roles caring for surgical patients within the operating room are surgeons and anesthesiologists. These physicians are joined by nurses, who may assist with either surgical or anesthetic concerns, and surgical technologists, who provide expertise in the surgical equipment used or different surgeries.
In elective cases, patients in the US are typically referred to a surgical attending physician for consultation and the decision for surgery. The surgeon then schedules the patient for surgery in concert with the hospital surgery-scheduling administrator. Such scheduling must meet the demands of the patient availability, surgeon availability, and the availability of open operating rooms (OR) and necessary surgical equipment. While such scheduling may be for weeks or months in the future, assignment of anesthesia, nursing, and technologist staff does not occur until approximately 24 h prior to the surgery. Moreover, these staffs are generally assigned based upon experience with the type of surgery in question (e.g., cardiac, orthopedic, etc). Occasionally, informal attention is afforded to perceived interpersonal relationships amongst team members and surgeon.
In our experience, at no point does information regarding a patient's individual characteristics enter into the staffassignment process.
As an exception that proves this rule, in certain circumstances a patient may have such a rare, and memorable, constellation of medical conditions and history of surgical complications that the surgeon will directly contact specific anesthesia, nursing, and surgical technology staff and ask for them to be available to care for such patients. Such efforts duly recognize the unique advantages and value of having specific team members available for specific scenarios. However, to date, clinicians have lacked methodologies to systematically and optimally assign staff based upon objective historical outcomes rather than the occasional and informal recollections and perceptions currently in use.
In academic medical centers in the US, existing trainees generally graduate in June, with new trainees beginning in July. However, while there has been much attention to the "July" effect on the potential increase in medical errors stemming from the sudden influx of new trainees, the reality is that trainees are generally assigned specific rotations within their training level, and so the "start" times of trainees in new tasks may be distributed over several months. For instance, while a given surgical resident may be considered "senior", they may be considered novice at a given role (e.g. if their first rotation on pediatric surgery may begin in January rather than July). Moreover, the training system generally allows for cross-watch across training levels, and even roles. For instance, it is quite common for a senior nurse or surgical technologist to offer informal advice, historical perspective, and voluminous wisdom to receptive trainees. In other words, novice physicians may have weaknesses buttressed not only by their supervising attendings, but also by a network of experienced nurses and technologists.
Interestingly, many electronic health record (EHR) systems do not maintain discrete variables regarding the experience of team members, or exact details on prior patient experiences. However, such information remains latent within the EHR in linking individual clinicians to shared patient outcomes. These methods demonstrate how such information can be leveraged through network analyses to identify not just contributions by individual clinicians, but also demonstrate how particular teams can potentially offset, or exacerbate, weaknesses and strengths amongst individual team components.
Materials and methods
The University of Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this study (IRB number 201400976) . The data for this research were collected from the University of Florida's Integrated Data Repository (IDR) after obtaining a confidentiality agreement from the IDR.
Data
The data contained de-identified intra-and postoperative information for adult patients, ages ≥ 21, who received nonambulatory/nonobstetric surgery at Shands at the University of Florida between June 1, 2011 and November 1, 2014, although the actual start date of data collection may have been delayed by the IDR by up to 90 days to aid in the de-identification of subjects. Subjects who did not receive a surgical procedure or who were discharged on the same day as their surgery were excluded from the dataset. We checked for possible duplicates and removed them from the data. The intraoperative segment contained 30,245 surgical cases being treated by 661 surgeons, 628 nurses, and 296 anesthesiologists. The postoperative segment considered 30,202 hospitalizations, 241 surgeons, 2124 physicians, 3088 nurses, and 102 anesthesiologists. The dataset also included a de-identified time order of the patients receiving treatment. That is, we de-identified the date-time tags, but we kept the order. For example, if the time interval spans from November 4th to November 8th (small period, just for the purpose of the example), the de-identified time order would be from 1 to 5, where 1 represents November 4th and 5 represents November 8th, respectively. In this way, although the exact event date is not clear, the order in which they happened are preserved. Complications were based upon ICD9 codes captured during chart abstraction following the end of the hospital encounter; importantly, such codes simply denote an occurrence during the hospitalization and do not necessarily reflect causation, effect, or even association with a given surgical procedure or perioperative staff member. The complication ICD9-CM code set is listed in the "Appendix".
Networks, basic terminology and definitions
Graph theory 2 , i.e. the study of graphs, is traced back to the "seven bridges of Konigsberg" problem 3 of Leonard Euler in 1736 (Alexanderson 2006) . A graph is a symbolic representation of a network describing the inter-relations among the members of the network. Thus, a graph can be regarded as a set of (connected) nodes which reflect an abstraction of a real-life problem. Mathematically, a graph G(N, E) is defined as a set of nodes N and edges E. A node in graph G is a terminal point or an intersection point, and an edge is a link between two given nodes.
Graphs can be used to represent the inter-relations and processes in many real-life problems (Balaban 1979; Bondy and Murty 1976; Pirzada 2007; Shirinivas et al. 2010) . In this work, we considered surgical service providers as nodes of the network and connected two service providers if they were involved in a surgery together. The formation of nodes and edges varies in different networks, leading to different network structures which exhibit a diverse set of properties. One of the common distinctions between different graphs is the way that edges connect the nodes. A graph is called an undirected graph if all the edges are bidirectional, and directed graph if edges are directed from one node to another.
Network variables definition
To investigate the small-world property in the intra-and postoperative networks, we used the small-world indicator that is calculated based on clustering coefficient and average path length in a network.
Clustering coefficient
Clustering coefficient measures the level of tendency of the nodes to cluster together (Hanneman and Riddle 2011) , and is defined based on the number of triangles in a given undirected graph. A triangle refers to any set of three nodes that are all connected to each other. Watts and Strogatz (1998) define the local clustering coefficient for the node i (LCC i ) as in the following equation:
(1) LCC i = Number of triangles connected to node i Number of open triples centered on node i .
Here, the denominator counts the number of sets of two edges that are connected to the node i, i.e. open triples. Hence, a triangle is a closed triple of nodes where all three nodes are interconnected. The local clustering coefficient is used to calculate the overall clustering coefficient of the network (CC) as in the following equation:
In Eq. (2), n is the number of nodes in the given network. The value of CC ranges from 0 to 1, such that a larger number means higher interconnectivity of the network, while a smaller number indicates less interconnectivity. In other words, higher clustering coefficient can be reflected as more cliquish networks as the nodes in the graph tend to cluster together more.
Shortest path
Shortest path length (PL) represents the minimum number of intermediary nodes that should be traversed from a source node to reach to a destination node in a network (De Nooy et al. 2011 ). In the surgical service network, the shorter the distance is, the more easily the surgical service providers can get in contact with each other and can collaborate. In our study, this measure was calculated for the largest connected component of each network, and as a result, the small-world indicator is also reported for the largest component. The largest component of a network is a subnetwork in which there is no isolated node and all the nodes are interconnected. The assumption of calculating the small-world indicator for the largest component has been widely used in several studies (Ebadi and Schiffauerova 2015; Eslami et al. 2013; He and Fallah 2009; Uzzi and Spiro 2005) and is easily justifiable as the core activities are expected to occur mainly in the largest component of each given network in which the most important and active nodes are present (Fatt et al. 2010 ).
Methodology
In this section, we describe the methodology of network construction and analysis in detail.
Data segmentation
Using the de-identified time order, we sliced the data into 13 separate, sequential time intervals, each containing 100 days, spanning from 0 to 1300. This step was necessary to explore the evolution of the network structure over time and to analyze the structure of the surgical team network more accurately. At the end of this stage, 13 different data slices were created for both intra-and postoperative datasets. The main
reason for choosing a 100-day window was that we were interested in evaluating the seasonal impact, thus a ~ 90-day window was considered to further protect the identities of the subjects.
Largest component proportion
We measured the proportions of the largest component in our networks for both intra-and postoperative datasets. According to Fig. 2 , the largest component covers nearly all the nodes (> 99%) in both examined datasets. In particular, except for the first and the tenth periods in the intraoperative dataset where the proportion of the largest component was ~ 99.8%, we obtained 100% coverage of the largest component in all the other periods in intraoperative as well as postoperative datasets. Thus, our assumption in calculating the path length in the largest component is strongly validated.
Network analysis
Surgical service providers can be considered as nodes in the medical collaboration networks and any type of relationship between them, such as being involved in the same surgical procedure, can be regarded as edges that connect the network nodes to each other. We constructed unweighted undirected networks for each of the 13 time segments separately for intra-and postoperative datasets. For this purpose, we first created two-mode networks (De Nooy et al. 2011) of surgical service providers. Two-mode networks are called bipartite graphs in graph theory in which nodes can be divided into two disjoint sets and edges can only connect a node from one set to a node in another set, hence there is no insideset connection. In our intraoperative two-mode networks, surgical service providers, i.e. surgeons, anesthesiologists, and circulating nurses, were connected through the surgical cases performed by them. In other words, in our two-mode networks, all the surgical service providers who were present in (or in contact with) a patient's operation are connected to the surgical case ( Fig. 3 , left) 4 . For postoperative two-mode networks, surgical service providers were connected through the hospitalization of patients. Since service providers were not connected to each other in the two-mode networks, we converted each of the created two-mode networks to onemode networks in which surgical service providers are connected to each other if they have been involved in the same surgical case in intraoperative segment ( Fig. 3, right) , or in the same hospitalization of a patient in postoperative segment. We focused on one-mode networks since providers' networks and their interconnections were of our interest in this study. We coded a Python script to read raw data (csv files) and generate two-mode and one-mode networks.
We then followed the approach of Watts and Strogatz (1998) to analyze the small-world property in each of the Fig. 3 Two-Mode versus onemode networks. The two-mode network is converted to a homologous one-mode structure by removing the patients from the two-mode networks. The edges thus denote a connection between healthcare providers via a shared patient encounter Fig. 4 The original data for both intra-and postoperative datasets were first sliced into 13 separate, sequential data segments (smaller data disks). Next, we created surgical team networks for each of the 13 data segments for both intra-and postoperative datasets. We then calculated the network structure variables. In the final stage, we used the calculated network measures to analyze the structure of the examined datasets one-mode networks. Additionally, the trend of the smallworld property over time was also investigated. The entire procedure is presented in Fig. 4 . By definition, small-world networks exhibit a high clustering coefficient with a relatively short path length (Albert and Barabási 2002) . Therefore, to investigate the small-world property in the collaboration network of surgical service providers, we compared the actual networks with two different reference models: (1) The Erdős-Rényi random network (Erdos and Rényi 1960) with the same number of nodes and edges, and (2) the configuration model (Bender and Canfield 1978; Molloy and Reed 1995) that allows to create networks with the same degree distribution as the actual networks. The comparison was made for each of the data segments in both intra-and postoperative datasets. In Erdős and Rényi's random graph (Erdos and Rényi 1960) , an edge is created between each set of two nodes independent of any other edges in the graph and with equal probability. In the configuration model, the network is generated using a prescribed degree distribution, in our case, the degree distribution of the actual network.
The small-world indicator can be used to analyze the trend of the small-world property over time. Having calculated clustering coefficient (CC) and path length (PL) as defined in section "Network variables definition", the smallworld indicator is defined as in the following equation:
In Eq. (3), CC rnd and PL rnd are the clustering coefficient and path length in the random networks, respectively. In addition, CC a and PL a are the clustering coefficient and path length in the actual networks. This approach for calculating the small-world indicator has been applied in several studies across multiple disciplines (Davis et al. 2003; Ebadi and Schiffauerova 2015; Kogut and Walker 2001) . We used the same formula for calculating the small-world indicator with the configuration model as the reference network. Using the small-world indicator calculated for each of the segments, we analyzed the small-world property trend in surgical service networks over the entire time interval.
Using the calculated network measures, we also did a cohesion analysis on the intra-and postoperative networks. Cohesion is defined as relatively dense and highly connected subgroups in a network where members are extensively and very frequently in contact, and relate easier to the members of their own subgroup than the ones of other subgroups (Reagans and McEvily 2003) . It reflects the degree the nodes are connected to each other, their reachability and closeness. In highly cohesive networks, paths among the nodes are relatively shorter, thus the nodes are closer (Moody and White 2003) . We analyzed four measures representing network
cohesion: (1) the ratio of the number of triangles, i.e. number of three nodes that are all adjacent, to all possible triangles in the network; (2) the average shortest path length;
(3) network density, i.e. the ratio of actual connections to all possible connections; and (4) the structural holes (Burt 2004 (Burt , 2009 . Structural holes are based on the theory that nodes in a network possess specific positional advantages and drawbacks, and the structural hole is defined as the gap between two nodes in a network that have complementary resources/information/etc. The healthcare corollary to this would be individuals with unique expertise not shared and could be considered across multiple domains including rolespecific uniqueness (e.g. nurses, surgeons, anesthesiologists) as well as subspecialty derived uniqueness (e.g. familiarity or subspecialty training in cardiac versus orthopedic surgeries). We used Burt's measure of constraint to quantify the structural holes concept:
is the egocentric network of node i, that is the subgraph of the network induced by node i and its neighborhood, w ij is the value of the edge from i to j, i.e. the number of times the surgical service providers i and j operated a patient in the same surgery 5 , and n ij calculates the ratio of node i's connections with node j compared to all connections of node i. From n ij a network containing dyadic constrains (c ij ) is generated as follows:
The aggregate constraint vector (C i ) is calculated by summing up the c ij values over j, thus a non-negative number. Although in theory, the aggregate constraint could be more than 1, it is usually between 0 and 1. The higher the aggregate constraint for a given node, the less freedom that node would have to exploit structural holes, i.e. opportunities to bridge between others (or clusters) that may bring the node more control or influence (De Nooy et al. 2011) . We calculated the aggregate constraint vectors for each of the intra-and postoperative networks and considered the average of the vector values as the structural hole measure of each network.
Finally, we performed a correlation analysis, separately for intra-and postoperative networks, to assess the relationship between the small-world property and network cohesion with patients' outcome, represented by number of complications. We did a robust correlation analysis to address
the anomalous data and to prevent biased results due to the existence of outliers, if any. We used Stahel-Donoho method (Donoho 1982; Stahel 1981a, b) to estimate the sample mean and covariance matrix. This approach helped us to correct for the existence of outliers. In this approach, the robust distances are first calculated via a projection computation, and then they are used in a weight function to calculate the weighted mean and the covariance matrix (Lawrence 2003) . We used the CovRobust function in the rrcov library in R programming language (Todorov and Filzmoser 2009 ) which provides robust estimates of the location and covariance.
Results
We first focused on the size of the networks in intra-and postoperative datasets and analyzed their trends in all the time slices. As seen in Fig. 5 , the size of the postoperative network is, on average, nearly threefold larger than the intraoperative network within each data segment. One may note that the larger network size in the postoperative networks could be related to the fact that few surgical service providers can attend a surgery that last hours, while more providers would work in the postoperative phase since a patient could be hospitalized for many days. In addition, in the period of 1201-1300 days, i.e. the last data segment, both the intra-and postoperative segments contain fewer observations, which were expected, as the final slice is smaller in both datasets (covering ~60 temporal events rather than 100). Figure 5 also highlights that the distribution of data is comparable over the time slices for each of the examined datasets. This permits comparison between the resulting network and the respective findings of each time slice to one another. Finally, the stable trend for both datasets partially confirms equality between the number of inputs (newcomers) and outputs of the system during the observed period. This is important given that the institution in question is an academic training facility, with annual admission and graduation of interns, residents, and fellows. Note that in general, the size and duration of these training programs are largely driven by requirements from the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, thus minimizing large changes in the structure of training programs from one year to the next.
Small-world network analysis
We tested for the presence of the small-world property and evaluated its trends in the intra-and postoperative segments. We used two reference models for comparing the clustering coefficient and path length of the actual networks: (1) Erdős-Rényi (ER) network and (2) configuration model. As seen in Fig. 6 , the clustering coefficient in each of the segments in the intra-and postoperative segments is significantly higher than the respective generated random networks. This represents the high tendency of teamwork among the providers in a given surgical service team. The examined networks are an excellent example of a tight and dense interaction among the nodes, which is a primary sign of the existence of the small-world structure.
Next, we compared the path lengths in actual and random networks (Fig. 7) . Interestingly, path lengths of the actual and generated random networks, which were constrained to the same size during generation, almost match. This is even more evident in the intraoperative dataset ( Fig. 7, blue lines) where the path lengths are almost the same. For the postoperative data, the path lengths are very close in the final period. Additionally, it is observed that the average path lengths in the intraoperative networks are much closer to the random networks. This might be due to the smaller sizes in intraoperative networks compared with postoperative ones. This intuition is also motivated by the differences observed between actual and random path lengths in both intra-and postoperative networks in the last data segment (Fig. 7) . 6 According to Watts and Strogatz (Watts and Strogatz 1998) definition and based on the findings from Figs. 6 and 7, both intra-and postoperative networks clearly resemble the small-world property.
We also analyzed the small-world property [as defined in Eq. (3)] trend over the examined sequential data segments (Fig. 8) . A steady trend in the small-world indicator is observed within the intermediary periods, before increasing drastically during the final periods. This is in line with the would be greater than 1 in small-world networks, one may note that having a small-world indicator greater than 1 is not sufficient to prove the small-world property in a network, and both CC rnd ≪ CC a and PL rnd ≲ PL a are required nature of the small-world structure. As new providers join, the system is not at first using all its potential for creating new teams. As time passes, more co-working links (mostly new pairs) are established that might cause the network to evolve dynamically and reflect more of a small-world property. Another observation is the U-shaped trend of the smallworld indicator in both examined datasets, which is again in agreement with the literature (Gulati et al. 2012 ) that highlights the dynamic structure of small-world networks such that an increase (decrease) in the small-world property will be followed by its later decline (incline). This could be due to the fact that the network homogenizes along time though evolving role of individual players, decreasing the impact of gatekeepers in bridging clusters. This U-shaped trend may also result from an artificial "cold-start" phenomenon whereby at the beginning of the examined time period, none of the nodes have worked together, and so there is a progression towards small-worldness. This plays out to some extent each academic year, whereby new trainees generally begin in July, senior trainees graduate in June, and current trainees transition to new and more senior roles. Ultimately individuals do stabilize into a formal role upon graduation and so may stabilize in their rate of short-term rate of connectivity. However, by joining new players, the network may become fragmented again, lowering the small-world property as it becomes less able to retain current clusters. Since the small-world property is almost at its maximum in both examined datasets, a sudden declining trend is expected in the next time points. The reason is that the small-world network collaborators gradually get connected to the brokers (nodes able to connect different clusters), who enable them to have access to other clusters and communities. Within the perioperative domain, brokers may be those individuals with unique cross-trainings across subspecialties that may appear quite disparate at first approximation. For instance, anesthesiology cross-training in liver transplantation and advanced obstetrics may appear unexpected, and yet both domains can confront life-threatening bleeding episodes in the presence of severe liver disease. Here, these brokers can translate evidence and practice that would otherwise be confined to an isolated clinical subspecialty. This provides them with a diverse set of coworkers that might help them to maintain or even improve their position in the network (Lin 2002) . The U-shape of the small-world indicator also shows that as the time passes, new(er) nodes gradually get familiar with the important (old) brokers as well as denser clusters, resulting in more homogeneous clusters. Therefore, the level of diversity in the network decreases and the position of the old brokers also decays. This might result in a higher rate of intra-cluster collaboration among the already known partners, which will lead to a less small-world property (Gulati et al. 2012 ).
From Fig. 8a, b , it seems that the postoperative dataset exhibits the small-world property more, due to a higher level of the small-world indicator. But this is not a correct interpretation and it is the intraoperative network that shows a higher degree of small-worldness! The small-world indicator is useful for analyzing the evolution of the small-world property within a dataset, but is not appropriate for comparing the level of small-worldness in intra-and postoperative datasets, as it is dependent on the size of the network (Baum et al. 2003) . As previously discussed, the clustering coefficients for the examined networks are comparable (Fig. 6) . However, the path length values in the intraoperative networks are very close to the ones in the respective random networks (Fig. 7) , thus intraoperative network shows smallworld property more. Interestingly, using random networks and configuration model as the reference network resulted in almost the same trends for the small-world indicator, with a lower range observed for the configuration model. However, the small-world property requirements, i.e. CC rnd ≪ CC a and PL rnd ≲ PL a (Watts and Strogatz 1998) , are satisfied in both approaches, confirming the existence of small-world structure in the surgical service providers' networks.
Cohesion analysis
It was observed that the surgical service providers' networks are highly interconnected, exhibiting both small-world and scale-free 7 properties. In these networks, there are highly central providers, named hubs, who act as brokers, connect separate clusters of providers, and attract more connections. Humans tend to form cohesive clusters (Homans 2013) . As part of the small-world analysis, we found that the examined networks have an average shortest path of ~2, meaning the nodes are on average accessible through only one intermediary node. The low observed shortest path can be also interpreted as a sign for cohesive networks as members in a highly cohesive network are reachable easier since they are connected through less number of links. We further analyzed network cohesion by focusing on three other aspects of the networks over time: (1) the ratio of the number of triangles, i.e. a set of three nodes that are all adjacent to all possible triangles in the network; (2) network density, i.e. the ratio of actual connections to all possible connections; and (3) the structural holes.
As seen in Fig. 9 , the intraoperative networks have on average more triangles. As the proportion of triangles can represent small cohesive subgroups in the network, in the intraoperative networks we observe more small-size cohesive interactions. From Figs. 6 and 7, it is observed that the number of triangles follows an opposite direction compared with the small-world indicator. This may indicate the importance of dense interactions among relatively bigger teams to enhance the small-world property. Same observation, with lower intensity, is also made for the postoperative networks. Additionally, from Figs. 7 and 9, it is observed that the drop in the number of triangles for the intraoperative network at the 11th data segment is related to higher average path length, meaning more small cohesive subgroups in the network would be considered as a sign for more fragmented network, hence resulting in higher average path length.
The analysis of the number of connections to all the possible connections, i.e. network density, also complies with the analysis of the number of triangles. Figure 10 shows the results. Therefore, one reason for having more small-size subgroups in the intraoperative networks could be higher network density which increases the possibility of forming triangles among the surgical service providers. The other possibility could be the bigger size of postoperative networks in which a node can interact with a smaller fraction of all the nodes compared with the intraoperative ones. Again, the trends of intra-and postoperative network density follow the small-world indicator with an opposite direction, hence, the previous argument is still valid. Figure 11 shows the results for the structural hole analysis calculated by the aggregate constraint measure. In general, lower constraint value indicates more structural holes that can be exploited by the members in the network to play the brokerage role. On the other hand, higher constraint values restrict brokers in the network, making brokerage roles more critical as if brokers are diminished, the connections between different network clusters would decrease. As seen in Fig. 11 , the overall aggregate constraint in the intraoperative network is slightly higher than the postoperative one. The trend of the overall aggregate constraint follows the trend of the small-world indicator (Figs. 6, 9) . From Fig. 11a , surgeons have higher constraint representing more opportunity for brokers to bridge among them and fill the structural gaps. In the postoperative network (Fig. 11b) , different roles have higher structural hole risk in various data Fig. 9 Percentage of number of triangles to all possible triangles in the network. The intraoperative networks have more triangles compared to the postoperative networks. More triangles can be regarded as a sign of small-size cohesive networks Fig. 10 Network density in intra-and postoperative networks. Intraoperative networks that are smaller in size are denser than postoperative networks segments. For example, apart from the 1st data segment, we observe a peak for anesthesiologists at the 7th segment, and for surgeons at 11th, indicating more restricted brokerage opportunities and more criticality of brokers roles.
Network properties vs. patient outcome, and correlation analysis
We finally analyzed linear relationship between the observed network properties, represented by the small-world indicator and network density, and patients' outcome. We performed a robust correlation analysis separately on intra-and postoperative networks, as explained in the "Methodology" section. We considered the ratio of the number of complications to the number of surgical cases as a measure of patients' outcome, named as average number of complications. The results are shown in Fig. 12. All the values are statistically significant at 95% confidence interval level. As seen, the small-world indicator is negatively related to the patients' outcome in both intra-and postoperative networks whereas the relation between the outcome and network density is positive. The high network density may result in many highly cohesive subgroups inside the network with high interaction rate among the members. This may affect the network performance negatively through redundancy of the connections that may lead to higher number of complications. Alternatively, the high interaction rate may reflect the additional numbers of multidisciplinary specialists needed for patients presenting with more complex medical and surgical needs. Regardless, this results in a tradeoff of reduced numbers (and potentially off-hours availability) of highly specialized team members and may also indicate lack of access to external sources of knowledge and experience. On the other hand, the small-world property may ease the flow of information and enhance the accessibility in the network that may positively impact the network performance through decreasing the number of complications. That is, the internal refereeing process that will happen easier in small-world systems would be a positive factor in improving the performance. The team members (directly), and surgical service providers in the Fig. 11 Average aggregate constraint (structural holes) in a intra-, and b postoperative networks. The overall aggregate constraint (the black line) follows the small-world indicator trend and is slightly higher in the intraoperative networks network (indirectly), could benefit from internal refereeing, that is more accessible due to the small-world property, to correct the mal-defined processes or bad actions and ultimately enhance their performance. This is notable given the near global arrangement within teaching hospitals of incorporating small numbers of transient trainees within settings of predominant experienced teams, thereby regularly injecting new knowledge and experience gained from external interactions into otherwise dense networks. As expected, a negative relation was observed between network density and small-world property, as when the network becomes highly dense most nodes will be actual neighbors of each other contradicting the small-world property. This might be another reason for impacting the network performance negatively.
Conclusion
We used two large datasets to analyze the network structure of intra-and postoperative data segments. The analysis revealed five specific characteristics of the examined networks: (1) the proportion of the largest component was extremely significant, which allowed us to do a more accurate analysis, especially in calculating the path lengths; (2) high clustering coefficients in both networks compared to the same size random networks during the examined time period; (3) almost comparable path lengths in both networks with the ones in the generated random networks; (4) strong small-world property in both networks; and (5) the intraoperative network is denser than the postoperative one and possesses more small-size cohesive subgroups.
As the small-world property and cohesive structure were observed in most of the examined networks, we can say that surgical service providers tend to form internal groups in which everyone is directly/indirectly connected to everyone. Such groups can be referred to as communities that are complete graphs 8 in the ideal form. Indeed, these results align with the progression towards ever more specialized surgical teams, especially during routine working hours. The members of a community might have connections outside of the community. Even in the presence of highly specialized daytime teams, the increased specialization leads to reduced flexibility and availability for off-hour procedures. However, there exist a few members who possess strategic network positions by being connected to many communities, such as those team members covering the operating room on nights and weekends, or those in senior/leadership roles who are able to serve in an arch-service role. These members are acting as hubs who are also responsible for maintaining the small-world property. This phenomenon is more likely in the intraoperative segment as the proportion of triangles and network density is higher compared with the postoperative networks. Considering the fact that the examined networks also possess scale-free property, since the number of hubs is limited in a network and the majority of the nodes are of small degree, the likelihood that the network loses its cohesive structure is relatively small unless we take out all the major hubs, i.e. a few large clusters connecting many smaller clusters, at once. Therefore, such major hubs can be regarded as both the strength and weakness points of the network (Callaway et al. 2000) . This hubness may indirectly reflect seniority, as increased time at a particular institution may afford the ability to garner disparate connections even if such opportunities are low-probability events.
This carries important implications for the perioperative environment. Typically, the day-to-day management of a suite of operating rooms is "run" by a charge nurse and an anesthesiologist. These individuals are responsible for assigning staff to operating rooms and coordinating the often-dynamic staffing and scheduling requirements as surgical cases progress throughout the day. For instance, a sudden exsanguination, intraoperative code, difficult airway, or emergent case posting can swiftly alter planned resource allocations throughout the operating theater. The charge nurse and anesthesiologist, in our experience, are incredibly busy individuals who may receive phone calls every minute or two for hours on end. In planning for future growth, administrators are confronted with a range of potential organizational arrangements, and these network structure findings may help guide such decisions on how to organizationally manage such growth. For instance, there may be reasons to consolidate charge nurse/ anesthesiologist roles into smaller groups of individuals, or to expand the pool of individuals serving various aspects of this role. From a network-centric perspective, a random network failure is less likely to affect one of the charge individuals compared with a less well-connected node in the operating room network. That said, the implications from our analyses suggest that a chance disconnection of a charge nurse or anesthesiologist could wreak disproportionate havoc upon the structural functioning of this network.
With cohesion analysis, we shed light on the interactions among the team members in the surgical networks. It is expected that similar providers interact and collaborate more easily which may affect the overall performance of the network. Informally, we observe that some team members (e.g. nurses, technologists, anesthesiologists) are permitted varying degrees of preferential assignments according to surgical services, although such preferences sometimes take weeks to months to define themselves after a new individual begins working. Subsequently, working in teams affects the individual members through the positive interactions as they become or perceive themselves more similar. However, most highly connected surgical service providers could become busier, more rapidly, in such networks. Therefore, in deciding whether a "busy day" for a highly connected charge nurse/anesthesiologist represents a cyclical peak versus a trend, the structure of the operating room network would suggest that these roles may lean toward a steadily increasing trend, if this network structure evolves similarly to other networks with congruent node degree centrality distributions. This may help operating room administration plan for future growth, for example, by developing local charges that offset some of the communication traffic and serve as local nodes to promote and facilitate growth within certain domains.
The role-specific structural holes analysis revealed the importance of brokers in the examined networks. We observed surgeons to have the highest constraint values indicating the risk of surgeons' brokerage roles as if the main brokers are diminished (e.g. retired) the connection level between different network clusters would decrease that may result in less cohesive structure. Moreover, in general, it was observed that the postoperative networks have higher structural hole risk that calls for more attention in this regard. This is particularly noteworthy given the existence of generalized 'medical/surgical' floors that can receive surgical patients from a wide variety of procedures; while this arrangement is economically advantageous given the versatility of such arrangements, one cost is the lack of continuity in teams across the intraoperative to postoperative transition. Having observed that the network structures are highly correlated with the patient outcome, maintaining the network properties over time would be critical as well. The small-world property, in particular, eases the flow of information and enhances accessibility in the network that may positively impact the network performance.
These findings are especially notable within the context of national policy discussions surrounding resident fatigue. In recognition of the detrimental effects of extended work hours of resident physicians upon both patient safety and resident well-being, the past decade has seen a concerted effort to reduce resident work hours. The decrease in work hours inevitably lead to an increase in transfer-of-care events that allowed for 'leaks' of critical information in communications from one healthcare provider to another. These structural characteristics may be important considerations in enhancing patient safety given the critical role of interpersonal communications in transfer-of-care events (Segall et al. 2012) .
The examination of networks provided here is admittedly based within the context of network science, yet we believe represents a significant advance in the clinical science community. In the United States, several regulatory systems now mandate public reporting of surgeon outcomes (Brown et al. 2013; Kaplan 2014; Papachristofi et al. 2016) . Such reporting systems have been robustly criticized for their failure to incorporate the nesting effects of patient outcomes on surgical teams, hospitals, and particular patient groups served by certain hospitals. To this end, there have been numerous reports of significant shifts in surgeon-specific outcomes as a given surgeon moves from one hospital (surgical team, postoperative outcome team, patient population, etc) to another. While such discrepancies have driven changes in statistical methodologies towards mixed-modeling techniques incorporating random effects, these methods still fail to capture relevant, actionable information on surgical team performance (Glance et al. 2015; Shahian et al. 2001 Shahian et al. , 2005 .
These criticisms implicitly point towards the critical role of teams in surgical outcomes, a point further reinforced through process-based quality improvement measures rather than isolated emphases on the performance of individuals. Indeed, recent advances in surgical training methods increasingly focus not just on procedural competency, but also on team training in simulated OR environments, further acknowledging the important roles of nurses and technologists in the surgical setting (Joyce et al. 2018; Paige et al. 2007; Weller et al. 2016) . The methods described here demonstrate that network measures do indeed associate with postoperative outcomes across a range of measures, thus motivating further work in this area at smaller, more focused scales of analysis.
Importantly, our results point to a wide range of questions concerning the underlying clinical processes driving these findings. For instance, due to the de-identified nature of our dataset, it remains unclear which characteristics of central actors may drive their particular centralities. Central actors could reflect high-volume attending physicians, busy resident physicians assigned to a wide array of surgical attending physicians operating at all hours of night and day, or junior staff who have yet to identify their particular niche role within the perioperative theater. Sub-specialization may also drive, or limit, actor centrality, and also raises the question as to how best to isolate the effects of subspecialty group effects from those effects of subspecialty members, certain features of which may indeed help define the subspecialty-ness of said group effects. What is more, while social networks tend to be considered as static networks (and, temporally, as a series of static networks), many of those involved in process improvement may instead be primarily interested in longitudinal network architectures that focus on day-to-day, or even case-tocase, networks rather than aggregate networks. These, and many more, opportunities each invite additional methodologic and application-based explorations in follow-up work.
Network analysis of perioperative teams offers many exciting opportunities to explore how to better care for patients. One example of how healthcare social network knowledge may influence intra-unit workflow patterns is the work of Creswick and Westbrook (2010) . Here, the team used social network surveys to identify advice-seeking networks amongst physicians, nurses, and administrators to identify actual versus organizationally mediated, theoretical networks of communication. Another example from our team (Tighe et al. 2012 ) used social network analysis of an acute pain service to quantify the extent of consultation sources, as well as to identify those lines of communication with low redundancy and/or dependent upon very junior trainees. Regardless of the proposed improvement, such changes must be disseminated among the staff in an effective manner to assure uptake and maintenance of process changes. Network analyses, such as the one demonstrated here, offer change leaders the opportunity to quantify and target those nodes most likely to be well connected as mediators of process change.
One important practical contribution of this paper is the lessons learned concerning the relevant variables that were not available within our electronic health record. Generally, EHR are oriented towards collecting patient information, and there is little interface with the details of those healthcare professionals interacting with patients. However, while hospitals may not be able to modify their patient population, optimization of staffing is a key decision space afforded to hospitals. Our findings suggest that future evolutions of EHR systems may wish to consider variables on experience, formal and informal specialization, and prior patient interactions to address the many opportunities not addressed in our analyses.
In summary, we addressed two important questions pertaining to the administration and practice of perioperative care in tertiary medical centers. First, from an administrative perspective, tertiary care medical centers have further and further specialization with potential for relative, or absolute, segmentation of surgical teams. This segmentation could potentially lead to a loss of small-worldness, such that superspecialists no longer have access to other cross-disciplines necessary for out-of-specialty work during after-hour call. On the other hand, the continual injection of new trainees could theoretically lead to a scenario whereby there are no opportunities for teams to develop, and where small-worldness is extremely high. These results offer quantification of the balance of managing growth while persisting team structures, and correlate with idealized design features of new trainees preferentially working in the postoperative care of patients, while experienced trainees embed into narrower and narrower intraoperative teams. Second, from a patient care perspective, the evidence surrounding surgical teams is challenging to interpret. Prior work strongly points to associations between high-volume surgical centers and improved patient outcomes for several types of surgery (e.g. Barocas et al. 2010; Critchley et al. 2012; Dimick et al. 2005; Doll et al. 2016; Fitzgerald et al. 2013; Hervey et al. 2003; Kaneko et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2012; Preston et al. 2015; Salz and Sandler 2008) ; however, such evidence does not address perioperative networks. Recent attention to surgeon 'report cards' that emphasize individual surgeon performance have been criticized due to their inability to fully separate surgeon effects from those of perioperative healthcare teams, amongst many other statistical limitations (Austin 2008; Glance et al. 2006; Jacobs 2017; Shahian et al. 2001 Shahian et al. , 2011 Shahian et al. , 2007 Tu et al. 2009 ). Many surgeons, anesthesiologists, and associated staff often express a preference for working with the same teams of individuals on a consistent basis. Indeed, prior work suggests an average of four conflicts erupting per surgical procedures (Booij 2007) , conflicts which have been linked to initiation of medical errors that increase perioperative morbidity and mortality (Gawande et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2016; Rosenstein and O'Daniel 2008) and can drive changes in desired team structures. While additional work remains, our results nevertheless suggest that even coarse network parameters such as density and small-worldness may be associated with patient outcomes and giving quantitative credence to the preferences of the professionals within the perioperative arena.
Limitations and future work
The main limitation of this study was the way we measured the interactions among the surgical service providers. We were unable to catch the informal relationships among the nodes (e.g. friendship) that might have an impact on the team arrangement procedure. This type of data is never recorded but has an impact on the network structure and its performance. However, we believe that such EMR-based measures of networks may offer an important contribution to defining interaction networks given the size and quality of the available data. Moving forward, it will be important to integrate EMR-level measures of networks with specific, objective measures of interaction such as via video, proximity measures via smartphones, and even social media/ text-based communication volume and timings to create composite measures of network performance. An important limitation concerning encoded complications related to the imprecise mechanisms in common EHR structures for aggregating ICD-based complication codes across hospital encounters, such that temporal and activity sequence linkages are lost. Our results are thus only able to highlight associations between network structures and such complications; while many mediators of the association are plausible, addressing such relationships will require more advanced methodologies that examine graph subsets at greater detail and, likely, smaller scope. Moreover, there is still much work to be done to determine how best to integrate networklevel information into formal machine learning approaches to forecasting clinical outcomes. We focused on the entire network of the surgical service providers, mainly because of the considerable proportion of the largest component that helped us to calculate the related network measures more accurately. We did not take into the account the differences between surgical procedures, such as time factor, particular skills required, etc. However, our data suggest that even for longer surgical procedures, the same core of team members generally remains with the patient. Another future direction might be the analysis of the network structure and its evolution at the role level of the surgical service providers, e.g. surgeon, anesthesiologist, and circulating nurse, as well as the evolution of patients' networks. One should note that the correlation analysis findings are preliminary as several other factors could play a role in affecting the patients' outcome. Moreover, more data points would be preferred to make more concrete conclusions. Lastly, we constructed unweighted networks of surgical service providers as having the same providers operate the same patient multiple times was a rare event in our dataset. Additionally, smallworld analysis is more established around unweighted networks, although there are some works in the literature that focused on unweighted networks (e.g., Li et al. 2007 ). Of course, weighted networks could be another future research direction. 
